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ABSTRACT
There is continually growing interest to accelerate DNNs
using FPGAs, e.g., Microsoft Catapult [3], thanks to FPGAs
inherently power-efficient architecture and their capability for
streaming-fashion data marshalling and computation on the
massively parallel FPGA structure. However, in comparison
to ASIC-based accelerators, e.g. Google TPU [2] and IBM
TrueNorth [1], their energy efficiency is still a key concern.
In order to bridge this gap, we propose UnderVolt FNN,
a novel FPGA-based accelerator that leverages aggressive
undervolting for improving the energy efficiency of DNNs
in the inference phase, without compromising the inference
accuracy and performance. Toward this goal, we first extensively characterize the behavior of undervolting faults on real
FPGAs, and accordingly, propose a fault mitigation technique to prevent the DNNs accuracy loss. In consequence,
UnderVolt FNN achieves 25.2% of the total power savings
gain without compromising the DNNs accuracy and performance. We believe that the proposed technique has potential
to improve the energy-efficiency of enterprise systems such
as Microsoft Catapult.
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BACKGROUND

Recently, there are many FPGA-based designs proposed for
accelerating DNNs, while several application-level ideas, e.g.,
binarizing and pruning are deployed to improve the energyefficiency of such designs. However, to the best of our knowledge, FPGAs undervolting as an orthogonally architecturelevel energy-saving approach is not experimentally studied
yet. Although, undervolting has been shown to deliver significant energy-saving in ASIC-based DNNs such as Thundervolt
and YodaNN. However, these studies are mostly conducted
on simulated frameworks, which is apparent that reproducing
these results on real platforms remains as a key concern.
We leverage the potential of undervolting for FPGA-based
DNNs.
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Figure 1: The overall power and reliability behavior
of FPGAs through aggressive undervolting (example
shown for VC707).
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CONTRIBUTIONS

UnderVolt FNN aims an energy-efficient and resilient FPGAbased DNN accelerator through aggressive undervolting on
real commercial FPGAs from Xilinx, a main vendor, confirmed on VC707, KC705, and ZC702. Main contributions in
UnderVolt FNN are:
(1) Improving the Energy-Efficiency of FPGA-based
DNN Accelerator through Aggressive Undervolting: Our concentration is on the FPGA-based
on-chip memories, or Block RAMs (BRAMs), since
BRAMs play crucial role in the FPGA-based DNNs
structure and also, according to the studied FPGAs
architectures, the supply voltage of BRAMs are allowed
to be independently regulated. Through experimental
analysis, we found that undervolting until a certain
conservative level, Vmin , does not introduce any observable fault, see Figure 1. We measured this voltage
guardband to be on average 39% of the nominal level
(Vnom = 1V, Vmin = 0.61V ), although it slightly varies
among studied FPGAs. In consequence, more than an
order of magnitude BRAMs power is saved that leads
to 24.1% of the design’s energy reduction. Further undervolting below the voltage guardband causes timing
faults.
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Figure 2: The overall methodology to FVMAdapt technique to generate DNN weights adapted by the chipdependent Fault Variation Map (FVM) through aggressive undervolting below the voltage guardband, i.e.,
Vmib , with the aim of achieving energy efficiency and preventing the DNN accuracy loss.
(2) Fault Characterization of FPGAs under Lowvoltage Operations: By further undervolting below
Vmin and until a system crash voltage level, and without accompanying the frequency underscaling to achieve
better energy efficiency, the rate of these faults exponentially increases, up to 0.06% (652 per 1 Mbit) in
the platform with the worst reliability behavior, i.e.,
VC707, see Figure 1. More specifically, for all platforms
that we study, we observe that faults are non-uniformly
distributed over various BRAMs and by on average
99.9% of these faults manifest themselves as ’1’ to ’0’
bit flips, while, locations of faults do not change over
time. This deterministic fault behavior allows to extract a chip-dependent Fault Variation Map (FVM)
that is effectively exploited within the proposed fault
mitigation technique.
(3) Improving the Resilience of FPGA-Based DNN
Accelerator under Low-voltage Operations: In
UnderVolt FNN, DNN weights are located in BRAMs,
input data items are streamed through the off-chip
DDR-3s, and the required computations are performed
in parallel on DSPs, as usual for state-of-the-art FPGAbased DNNs. Note that weights are imported after a
compile-time training on the software application. By
undervolting BRAMs below the Vmin , further BRAM
power reduces that leads to in total 25.2% of the
total power savings gain; however, with up to 4.5%
of accuracy loss for MNIST, a common image classification benchmark, for instance for VC707. In order to prevent this accuracy loss, we propose a novel
fault mitigation technique, i.e., FVM-aware Weights

Adaptation (FVMAdapt) that relies on the characterized behavior of faults, see Figure 2. FVMAdapt is a
post-training phase that exploits FVM and generates
adapted weights to chip-dependent fault variation map
by additional epochs. In consequence, weights that are
used in the inference phase are adapted to the fault
map of the corresponding FPGA. Toward this goal, we
set the corresponding faulty locations to 0 for posttraining weights since vast majority of undervolting
faults are ’1’ to ’0’ bit-flips, and allows to continue
for additional training epochs. We experimentally observed a significant performance of FVMAdapt for the
validation dataset of MNIST with the overhead of only
a single additional epoch, which in turn, leads to a
similar validation and test error rate as the original.
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ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS

We are extending UnderVolt FNN on other FPGA components, e.g., I/O and internal resource such as DSPs, and
evaluating it with more DNN benchmarks, .e.g., ImageNet
and AlexNet.
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